The challenges of contextual insight:
Brands struggle with using data to optimize experiences

Customer data – the new currency

8

Brand respondents’ organizations face high or moderate internal and external pressure to be “data-driven”

76%

On average, they are collecting eight diﬀerent types of
data about their customers

from executive
management

@

74%
from
competitors

58%
from
customers

Customer data drives
personalization...

...but not all “personalization”
succeeds

51%

Customer respondents point to examples of “bad
personalization” (which isn’t really personalization
at all):

of brand respondents say that
personalization is a high priority
for their organization

29%
And

say it is their number one priority
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BRAND

54%

54%

Brands making assumptions based
on single interactions/purchases

Brands sending too many
messages

59%

57%

Brands using out-of-date
information

Brands getting customer
personal details wrong

However, caution is needed:

96%

36%

of customer respondents believe there is such
a thing as bad personalization

Brands not remembering what customers have
purchased or accessed

Why customer data isn’t driving successful personalization

Many brand respondents’ organizations face internal obstacles:

42%

31%

20%

15%

can't integrate data collection
applications

lack the in-house skills to analyze
the data

do not have the technology to
collect online customer data

do not have the tech to
store it

What’s more, most lack high levels of granularity in the data collected online…

…or in the level of real-time insights they can access
Only the minority can react immediately to online customer interactions

Only

12%
have the ability to
collect online data
at an individual
level

Only

43%

Only

Only

can access real-time insights in
the pre-purchase stage

can access real-time insights
during the purchase stage

can access real-time insights in
the post-purchase stage

38%

35%

Brand respondents recognize that customers are wary

60%
see a lack of customer willingness
to share their data as a challenge

Turning data into insights

65%

brand respondents’ organizations are using digital
analytics software

3in10

are playing catch-up and are still only planning to
adopt it

Worryingly, of those using digital analytics already...

53%
say that their organization is
not completely satisfied with
their current solution

This dissatisfaction is driven by:

36%

35%

34%

25%

who report their solution is too
expensive

who say it is too complex
to use

who say it does not provide the
required granularity

who struggle to integrate it with
other platforms and systems

What do brands most want in a customer intelligence solution?

Among the key desired features:

61%
The ability to view
customers on an
individual level

%

24/7

55%

37%

Real-time insights into
customer behavior

Cross-channel
integration

Contextual Insight: research commissioned by Sitecore and conducted by Vanson Bourne in
February-April 2017, consisted of interviews with 680 marketing and IT decision makers and 6,800 customers across 14 countries.

